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Watch this page come...

Welcome to the UK’s first interactive newspaper page!
By downloading the free app you can bring this page to life and experience

your local paper in a way you never thought would be possible.
We will be printing a different dinosaur every week for the next five weeks.

Some of them fly, some of them run - all of them will amaze you.
We’ll be following our dinosaur series with some

other amazing images, including
planets and cars.

ALIVE!ALIVE!ALIVE!ALIVE!ALIVE!ALIVE!ALIVE!See the Tyrannosaurus Rex walk!

Brought to you in association with KENT ADULT EDUCATION

Email your
dinosaur pictures to
whatsoneditor@thekm
group.co.uk or use
twitter.com/kmwhatson

Win an
iPad Air

Full details
on Page 27

HEIGHT 13m tall
WEIGHT Up to 7 tonnes
LIVED 66 million years ago
DIET A meat-eater, it probably chased its prey and took huge bites of its flesh

The most famous dinosaur of them all. The name comes from the Greek words meaning ‘tyrant lizard’, while the word ‘rex’ means ‘king’ in Latin

When a Tyrannosaurus Rex reached the age of 14 its body size would increase rapidly, putting on around 600kg a year over the next four years.

When a Tyrannosaurus Rex reached the age of 

Did you know?

TYRANNOSAURUS REX

HEIGHT 0.5 metre tall and 2m long

WEIGHT Up to 15kg

LIVED 73 million years ago

DIET A fierce carnivore, it ate mainly 

small reptiles and amphibians

The name Velociraptor means ‘swift 

seizer’. This fast running, two legged 

dinosaur was about the size of a 

human. It probably killed its 

prey with the sickle 

shaped claws on its rear 

feet.

The first known Velociraptor fossil was found 

in the Gobi Desert in Asia in 1922

feet.

The first known Velociraptor fossil was found Did you know?

VELOCIRAPT
OR

NEXT WEEK...

To bring this page to life
follow these simple steps:
1. Search for KMi3d in either the 
Google Play or Apple store
2. Install the FREE app on your 
phone or tablet
3. Once it has downloaded, open 
the app, press start and hold your device over the 
dinosaur picture. You can then make him walk 
around, hear him roar or take a photo by pressing 
the camera button. You can then save the photo, or 
share it with your friends on social media.
Remember to close the app when you 
have finished.
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